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Dear parent,

This school year, your son or daughter will be practising and playing on the online exercise platform called 
Kweetet. Your login details can be found on the diary sticker.

What is Kweetet?
Kweetet is the online exercise platform for children attending primary school. Students use Kweetet 
to carry out tasks set by their teacher. By doing these tasks and exercises, the children earn so-called 
kwetons (money). These kwetons can later be used to enjoy all kinds of exciting
adventures in a wonderful playful environment.

Why Kweetet?
Kweetet is a tool that allows your child to practise and repeat material learned in the class in a
motivating and fun manner. It is scientifically proven that adding an element of play increases a
child’s motivation.  Furthermore, Kweetet makes it really easy to differentiate: with just a few mouse 
clicks, the teacher can tailor the exercises to the pupil’s specific level. This means that every child can 
learn at his or her own pace. They can also do this in a safe and private Internet environment.

How does it work?
-  Practise
 You can practise using the trainer: surf to www.kweetet.be/leerling, log in and complete your tasks! Or 

download the free LEERet app on your tablet using Google Play or iTunes.
- Play
 To play the game you will just need to download the installation file once. Surf to www.kweetet.be and 

click on ‘I am a student’. That is where you will find the download. Then follow the instructions on your 
screen. The download is available for both Windows and Mac.

 Do you also wish to play on a tablet? The SPEELet-app is free and can be found in the Google Play 
store or via iTunes.

Remain up to date as a parent
Would you like to keep track of what your child is doing on Kweetet? No problem! Surf to www.kweetet.
be and click on ‘I am a student’. Log in with your child’s details, which can be found on the diary sticker. 
You can now see which tasks your child has been given, the scores he or she has earned and what 
happened during the game.

Questions?
Surf to www.kweetet.be/leerling/faq and take a look at the frequently asked questions on our
website. You may well find the answer to your question there. Also, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Tony at the helpdesk will be delighted to help you. Just send him a mail via help@kweetet.be.

Kind regards

The Kweetet-team
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